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Abstract:The isolated hypertrophiccervical elongation is a rare anatomical entity, often
associated with a genital prolapse rarely discovered during a labour bringing back us
the case of a hypertrophic extension of the collar discovered in the immediate postpartum follows in a laborious childbirth at home which declined spontaneously at the
end of a few days.
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INTRODUCTION
The hypertrophic cervical elongation is a pathological change of the size of the
cervix. His origins can be also completely harmless and natural or a complex
gynecological pathology[1] .
The total length of the neck of the womb is near 25 mm. He increases in theory
during the pregnancy without exceeding 40 mm this length is frequently measured in
the endovaginal ultrasound. we speak about elongation when that exceeds 8 mm[2].
Rarely discovered during the delivery us bring report the case of an enormous
hypertrophic cervical elongation further to a laborious labour.
CASE REPORT
It is about a 32-year-old young woman admitted in the service of obstetrical
emergencies at the immediate post-partum of a laborious delivery at home.

No medical histories or surgical not followed
pregnancy it is the second part the first childbirth took
place normally without complication to which we
discover a tonic womb, an absence of bleeding, delivery

made with has the inspection a much hypertrophied
cervix with protrusion of 15 cm outside the vagina, His
diameter was 20 cm. (fig1).

Fig-1: hypertrophic élongation 2 hours after labour
The patient was stable clinically but presented
an embarrassment important for the movement. The
cervix was wrapped with a sterile field diligently with
bladder of ice. The patient put under drip of ocytocine.
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We noted a net decrease of the cervical volume which
was able to be gradually reintroduced in the vagina.
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